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Memorandum of Understanding between
Krebs LaSalle Environmental, LLC
And
Southeastern

Louisiana University

Krebs LaSalle Environmental, LLC (KLE) is an environmental consultancy firm that in
actively involved in many environmental projects in the Gulf Coast region. Southeastern
Louisiana University has a broad spectrum of talented faculty whose expertise could be
applied toward many of the projects in which KLE is involved. For the purpose of
facilitating a relationship that takes advantage of the complementary resources and skills
between Southeastern Louisiana University (Southeastern) and KLE, the partners agree
to the following terms.
In accordance with this agreement, Southeastern offers the following services:
Southeastern will provide a furnished office with internet access.
Southeastern will identify an individual who will serve as the liaison between
Southeastern and KLE.
Southeastern will provide to KLE a list of relevant faculty with their areas of
expertise and contact information.
Applicable Southeastern faculty members will assist with proposal preparation on
joint projects.
Applicable Southeastern faculty will provide knowledge and skill expertise on
joint Southeastern/KLE projects.
Representatives from KLE will be invited to appropriate academic units to discuss
and foster collaborative opportunities.
As appropriate, Southeastern will allow use of research laboratory facilities for
the purpose of completing collaborative projects.
In accordance with this agreement, KLE will provide the following:
KLE will identify an individual or individuals who will serve as a liaison between
KLE and Southeastern.
KLE will allow Southeastern student research assistants to work on collaborative
projects as appropriate.
KLE will inform Southeastern of any internship and/or employment opportunities
at KLE.

When pursuing contracts either through municipal, State, Federal, or private
agencies, KLE will work with Southeastern to identify any areas in which
Southeastern faculty members or students can contribute.
This agreement will remain in effect until proper notification by one party to the other of
intention to terminate or amend. Either party may terminate the agreement with 30 days
notice; however, the parties agree to cooperate to allow any ongoing project a reasonable
period for completion.
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